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SUMMER QUARTER
RECAP
THE OVERALL EQUITY MARKETS CONTINUED TO DELIVER GREAT RETURNS IN THE SECOND QUARTER OF 2021.
Looking at the broader indexes, the S&P 500 returned 8.17%, the Dow Jones Industrial Average gained 4.61%, and the tech
heavy NASDAQ Composite posted an increase of 9.68%.

During the last three months, the markets have continued to focus on inflation data. The Federal Reserve has stayed firm
that they believe inflation will be transitory, while many investors think inflation will be persistent and not go away in
the short-run. As the quarter progressed, market expectations shifted more towards what the Federal Reserves
anticipated.
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We turn to the trillion-dollar treasury bond market to get an indication as to what market participants think about inflation
in real time. The 10-Year breakeven inflation rate started the quarter at 2.37%, and in April it increased to 2.54%, but only to
decrease to 2.32% by the end of the quarter. The Breakeven Inflation Rate represents a measure of expected inflation
derived from the 10-Year Treasury Constant Maturity Securities and the 10-Year Treasury Inflation-Indexed Constant
Maturity Securities[i].

Economic theory tells us inflation can happen from three sources. The first source is demand-pull inflation, which is where
aggregate demand is greater than aggregate supply in an economy; in other words, people are buying more things than are
available. The second source is cost push inflation, where there is a decrease in the aggregate supply of goods and services
because of an increase in the cost of production. For example, increase in commodity prices or labor cost. The final source is
a decrease in the local currency, which makes import prices expensive.
In our weekly Wealth and Wisdom Market Update, we presented data as to why we believe inflation will be transitory. The
markets care about inflation because as inflation moves higher, bond yields move up and that affects stock pricing models in
a negative way. When valuating a stock using a traditional discount model, analyst project expected future cashflows
generated by the company and discount it back to arrive at a fair value. The basic building block for the discount rate is the
10-Year U.S. Treasury Yield, and if inflation is expected to increase, this yield will also increase. This causes cashflows to be
discounted at a higher rate; therefore, the value of those cashflows will be lower. It is important to note growth and
technology companies are impacted the most because the bulk of their cashflows are expected further away as compared to
mature companies that are already producing steady cashflows.
This is why in late April, when inflation fears took over, the tech heavy NASDAQ Composite sold off more than the S&P 500
and the Dow Jones Industrial Average. We think inflation will continue to be front and center for the rest of the year and we
will continue to monitor data as it is released.
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LOOKING AHEAD
THROUGH THE FIRST SIX MONTHS OF THE YEAR, THE BROADER INDEXES HAVE POSTED IMPRESSIVE DOUBLE-DIGIT RETURNS.

It is natural to ask where do equity prices go from here now that we are sitting very close to all-time highs. To answer that
question, we must consider the two other major asset classes; bonds and cash. Most investors can agree that at current bond
prices it does not make much sense to hold more bonds than the starting strategic allocation. Many investors hold bonds for
either income or to decrease the portfolio risk. We know that the current yields provide very little income, and if yields do end
up moving up rapidly, bond prices will come down. Therefore, we continue to hold an underweight to bonds. Looking at cash,
it also does not make sense to hold it because you get paid almost nothing, and even at moderate inflation levels, staying in
cash over a longer period will decrease your purchasing power. Therefore, stocks continue to be the only game in town.
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Stocks never move up in a nice, linear manner and we normally expect a market pullback of 5% or more a couple of times every
year. However, we have not seen a pullback of greater than 5% since October of last year when the S&P 500 declined roughly
7.5%. Looking at the CBOE Volatility Index, AKA “The Fear Index”, we see that investors are becoming complacent, and expectations of a selloff is not on the radar. To us, we would not be surprised to see a selloff because pullbacks are a natural and healthy
part of investing. It serves as a reminder that markets do not always go up and it keeps investors on their toes.

Nobody knows what the market will do in the short-run and that is why we focus on long-term investing. The best way to
proceed from here is to have a disciplined investment strategy that is aligned to your unique financial plan. If you are in the
distribution phase, where you need money from your portfolio, then it is important to isolate a few years of projected
cashflows away from market risk. That is what we do for our clients that are taking money out of their portfolio today. For
those other clients that do not need money from their portfolio it is important to remember that risk is the source of return.
The reason the equity markets provide a return greater than a risk-free asset is because investors require a higher return for the
additional risk.
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However, let us not forget that market volatility is not the same thing as the risk of completely losing your principal. In the
investment management world, we focus on volatility. Sometimes that is confused with the risk of losing all your money, but
these are two different concepts. We expect market volatility, but our expectation is that, in the long run, your portfolio will
do what it is designed to do, which is to provide a good return for the risk that is taken. We invest in best-in-class companies
that are market leaders in their respective industries, and our expectation is that these companies will continue to do well in
the future, even if we do see a near term market pullback.
We will continue to monitor the markets, analyze new information, and adjust our portfolios as needed. We will keep you up to
date on our weekly market updates. We thank you for the continued trust you place in our team.
[i]

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
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DISCLOSURE
This is not a recommendation to buy or sell any securities. Speak with your financial advisor before making any investments
or acting on any topics discussed. Surevest Private Wealth is a Registered Investment Adviser. Advisory services are only
offered to clients or prospective clients where Surevest Private Wealth and its representatives are properly licensed or
exempt from licensure.
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